
Boosting Sales
with Professional

Model
Ecommerce

Photography!



About us
Cliik Studios comprises a talented group of
product photographers and retouchers,
dedicated to crafting an array of captivating,
top-quality product visuals. Our expertise spans
product, fashion, and e-commerce photography,
all conducted within our spacious 3,000-square-
foot studio. Recognising the pivotal role of
premium imagery in e-commerce, we offer
insights into creating attention-commanding
visuals that fuel sales. Delve into the realm of
lighting, composition, and product presentation
to elevate your online presence.



Equipment Essentials

Discover the essential tools for
ecommerce photography,
including cameras, lenses, lighting,
and accessories. Learn how to
maximize the potential of your
equipment to achieve professional
results. Cliik Studios knows how to
showcase products in the best
light possible. From clothing to
accessories, their expertise in
model ecommerce photography
shines through in every image
they produce. Cliik Studios is the
go-to choice for bringing your
products to life in a way that truly
resonates with your audience.

https://cliikstudios.co.uk/model-photography/


Product Styling

Cliik Studios excels at creating stunning
images that showcase products in the best
light possible. From clothing to accessories,
their team knows how to make every item

look irresistible. The lighting, background, and
poses all play a crucial role in making the
product stand out while keeping a natural

and relaxed vibe. With a mix of creativity and
attention to detail, model e-commerce

photography transforms simple products into
desirable must-haves that



Lighting Techniques

Unlock the power of lighting to enhance your
product images. Learn about natural light,

artificial lighting setups, and advanced
techniques for achieving professional results.



Composition Principles

Explore the fundamental principles of
composition to create visually engaging
product images. Learn about framing,
angles, negative space, and other
techniques to capture attention.



Editing and Retouching

Master the art of post-processing to enhance
and retouch your ecommerce images. Discover

software tools and techniques for color
correction, retouching, and optimizing images

for online display.



Mobile Photography Tips

Discover how to capture stunning ecommerce
images using your smartphone. Learn about

apps and techniques for maximizing the
potential of mobile photography in ecommerce.



Thanks for watching

https://cliikstudios.co.uk/

CONTACT US :-

01616604108

https://cliikstudios.co.uk/

